
KS3 
Curriculum 
In Years 7 and 8, we try to give our students the broadest possible mathematical education to 

ensure they are in the best possible position for the start of their GCSE course at the beginning of 

Year 9. In line with the changes to the curriculum at KS3, our pupils follow a ‘mastery’ based 

curriculum. Mastery of a skill means that students should be able to quickly and accurately answer 

questions and problems with a range of numbers in a range of contexts, securely, reliably and 

with good prospects of being able to recall it in the future. ‘Mastery’ is what is needed for 

‘powerful knowledge’ – knowledge which can be deployed fluently in a range of circumstances 

as needed  

In the new curriculum, the focus for students is the acquisition of skills; mathematical fluency, 

mathematical reasoning and problem solving. Targets are no longer described within a levelling 

system but by a scale as to what extent they have mastered that particular skill.  

Emerging 

(1) 

0%-39% 

Developing 

(2)  

40% - 66% 

Secure (3) 

67% - 79% 

Excelling 

(4) 

80%+ 

 

The tables below show the Key Performance Indicators that are covered in Year 7 and 8. 

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATOR  

 Place value and Number 

sense 
7.01 

Addition and Subtraction 7.02 

Perimeter 7.03 

Rounding & Estimation (in real 

life situations) 
7.04 

Multiplication and Division 7.05 

Factors and Multiples 7.06 

Area of rectangles and 

triangles, parallelograms 
7.07 

Fractions as part of a whole 7.08 

Fractions as a value 
7.09 

7.10 

Fractions as an operation 7.11 

Order of operations 7.12 

Basic rules of algebra 7.13 

Expand and factorise 7.14 

Substitution 7.15 

Angles 7.16 

Polygons 7.17 

Symmetry and reflection 7.18 



Coordinates 7.19 

Mean 7.20 

Two way tables &  Venn 

diagrams 
7.21 

 

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATOR  

Indices 8.01 

Prime Factorisation 8.02 

Rounding 8.03 

Fractions 8.04 

Percentages revision 8.05 

Linear equations 8.06 

8.07 

Coordinates and basic graphs 8.08 

Units of measurement 8.09 

Angles 8.10 

8.11 

Circumference 8.12 

Proportional reasoning 8.13 

Fractions, decimals and 

percentages 

8.14 

Ratio 8.15 

Area of composite shapes 8.16 

Presenting and interpreting 

data  

8.17 

Averages 8.18 

Two way tables 8.19 

3-D visualisation 8.20 

Volume 8.21 

 

Assessment 
Students are assessed formatively at the end of each KPI and with a summative assessment at the 

end of each term. We provide our students with copies of the Success Criteria so that the students 

understand the skills that are required of them and what they need to work on in order to improve 

and make progress. 

Attachments  



Success criteria Yr7 HT1       

Success criteria Yr7 HT2               

Success criteria Yr8 HT1               

Success criteria Yr8 HT2               

         

Homework 
Homework is set every week and is completed online using hegarty maths. See hegarty maths 

section of the Maths webpage for more information. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 


